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In order to improve the intensive and economical utilization of cultivated land resources and alleviate the 

influence of cultivated land resource poverty on rural economic and social poverty, a comparative analysis of 

farmland resource poverty measurement under different time and space was put forward. The global Moran index 

is used to characterize the spatial distribution characteristics of cultivated land resource poverty in the county. The 

time factor is added to the model of analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and the measurement model of cultivated 

land resource poverty is constructed to solve the problem of weight change caused by the change of time. 

Complete the measurement of cultivated land poverty resources. The experimental results show that the Moran 

index shows an upward trend in Moran’s I from 2013 to 2017. The results show that the poverty degree difference 

of cultivated land resources between districts and counties gradually becomes smaller, which makes the overall 

spatial difference of cultivated land resources poverty narrow gradually, and the benefit of spatial agglomeration 

increases continuously. 

Different time and space; Farmland; Resource poverty measurement. 

1 Introduction 
As the core element of agricultural production, the cultivated land resources is an important guarantee for 
regional food security and the development of rural economic and social development. As a large agricultural 
country, China is short of cultivated land resources, and the per capita cultivated land area is only 0.1 hm2, below 
the world average. However, it is necessary to feed 20% of the world’s population with 7% of the world’s 
cultivated land. The pressure of food security is enormous. The technology and efficiency of cultivated land 
resource utilization need to be improved urgently (Huang et al. 2017). With the rapid development of 
urbanization and the rapid agglomeration of rural land elements to the city, the contradiction between supply and 
demand of cultivated land resources is becoming more and more prominent. Coupled with the unreasonable use 
of cultivated land resources, the ecological environment problems faced by cultivated land resources are 
becoming more and more serious. Therefore, the lack of cultivated land resources endowment and the low social 
and economic benefits show that the poverty state of cultivated land resources is very different among different 
regions, and the regional social and economic development has a great impact on land resources. In particular, the 
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quantitative change and qualitative change of cultivated land resources are also very sensitive. There is an 
important relationship between the imbalance of regional cultivated land resources and the imbalance of 
economic and social development level (Yang et al. 2017). Therefore, it is of great significance to understand the 
resource endowment, facility level, utilization benefit and environmental quality of cultivated land between 
regions for the overall planning of urban and rural and regional development. Chongqing has the characteristics 
of large cities, large rural areas, mountainous areas and large reservoir areas. The situation of cultivated land 
resources in rural areas is very different, and the poverty degree of cultivated land resources is evaluated. It is 
helpful to understand the spatial distribution and agglomeration of cultivated land resources in Chongqing, and to 
provide policy suggestions for improving the intensive and economical utilization of cultivated land resources. It 
is also helpful to alleviate the impact of cultivated land resource poverty on rural economic and social poverty 
(Seeram and Burton-Freeman 2018, McClements 2018, Li et al. 2018). 
Dan Guo, Weixi Gao published an article in 2019 in the journal Ekoloji, Issue 107, entitled “Effect of Polypeptide 
Active Organic Fertilizer on Diversity of Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria in Farmland Soil.” Fertilizer plays an 
important role in grain production. About 40% of the crop production depends on fertilizer. Long-term and 
large-scale fertilizing can lead to such results. The effect of polypeptide active organic fertilizer on the diversity 
of nitrogen-fixing bacteria was analyzed. The intensity of nitrogen-fixing bacteria in farmland soil was deeply 
analyzed, and polypeptide active organic fertilizer was reasonably used to replace chemical fertilizer in order to 
improve the utilization rate of soil nitrogen-fixing bacteria. This leads to the poverty measurement of farmland 
and cultivated land resources. 
With the development of rural revitalization strategy, it provides an important opportunity for rural poverty 
management, but the lack of resource elements in rural areas has become an important obstacle to poverty 
management. With the in-depth development of the theory of resource poverty to various elements, the concept of 
“poverty” is introduced into cultivated land resources, and the shortage of cultivated land resources is introduced 
into the social and economic fields from the natural field. On the one hand, we can explore the use of 
non-engineering measures to solve the problem of scarcity of cultivated land resources; On the other hand, it 
explores the coupling relationship and coupling mechanism between resource poverty and rural poverty in time 
and space, so as to optimize the regulation and control of cultivated land resource poverty and rural 
multi-dimensional poverty. And based on the perspective of cultivated land resources, rural poverty control model 
provides a new way of thinking (Liu and Wu 2017). At present, there are few literatures on systematic research 
on resource poverty, especially the relationship between resource poverty and rural economic poverty, and the 
relationship between the shortage of cultivated land resources and rural poverty has not formed a complete 
system.  

2 Idea description 
2.1 Spatial autocorrelation analysis 
The spatial autocorrelation analysis (ESDA) covers the self-correlation analysis of the global space and the 
self-correlation of the local space. The self-correlation analysis of the global space mainly describes the spatial 
correlation and the spatial difference characteristics of the cultivated land resource in the whole region. The local 
space self-correlation mainly describes the spatial correlation and spatial difference characteristics of cultivated 
land resource poor in the sub-region (Guo et al.2018). In this paper, the global Moran index (Global-Moran’s I) 
and the local Moran index (Local-Moran’s I) are used to characterize the spatial distribution characteristics of 
cultivated land resource poverty in the county. 
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In the form, n represents the number of research units, ix , jx represents the observed values for spatial 

positions i and j , respectively, 2j represents the variance of the score, ij represents the spatial weight matrix, 

In this paper, the spatial adjoining standard is used, that is, 2 areas are adjacent to each other, and the weight is 1, 
otherwise it is 0. The range of Moran’s I is [0, 1], greater than 0 is positive correlation, less than 0 is negative 
correlation, equal to 0 is random distribution. 
2.2 Measurement Model of cultivated Land Resource Poverty 
The measurement model of cultivated land resource poverty reflects a set of comprehensive indicators of 
cultivated land resource poverty in a region, which can reflect the natural and social attributes of regional 
cultivated land resources (Sun et al. 2017). In this paper, the evaluation index system of rural cultivated land 
resource poverty is composed of four subsystems: resources, facilities, utilization and environment, and a number 
of evaluation indexes are set up within each subsystem. Using Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to obtain the 
score of Poverty Index (Sun et al. 2017) among subsystems. With the development of the social economy, the 
weight of each subsystem has changed, so the time factor is added in the model of the analytic hierarchy process, 
that is, different time and space, can effectively solve the problem of the weight change caused by the time 
change, and the specific formula is as follows: 
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 ……………………… 
(3)

In the form above, LPI represents the poverty score matrix of rural cultivated land resources, iR
， iA

， iU
，

iE represents the resources, facilities, utilization and environmental sub-system scores weighted by the

comprehensive weighting method for each region,  represents weight, the weights of resource subsystem,

facility subsystem, capability subsystem and environment subsystem are represented respectively by r ， a ，

u ， e , i represent time1, when i  takes l, for 2013; when i  takes 2, for 2013.

3 Results 
The Moran scattered map of cultivated land resource poverty in Chongqing in 2013 and 2017 is drawn by using 
Geoda software. The four quadrants in figure 1 are divided into “H-H” association (first quadrant), “L-H” 
association (second quadrant), “L-L” association (third quadrant), “H-L” association (fourth quadrant), where in 
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the spatial correlation corresponding to the first and the third quadrant is the positive spatial autocorrelation, that 
is, the spatial correlation corresponding to the second and the fourth quadrant is negative spatial autocorrelation, 
i.e., heterogeneity.

（a）2013 

（b）2017 
Fig. 1 Moran scatter map of cultivated land resource poverty in Chongqing in 2013 and 2017 

In 2013, 14 districts and counties, accounting for 37%, fell into the first quadrant of cultivated land resources 
poverty. There were 15 scattered points, accounting for 40%, falling into the third quadrant, accounted for 77% of 
the total spatial positive correlation districts and counties. In 2017, there were 30 scattered points, accounting for 
81%, that fell into the first quadrant. The scattered points falling into the first three quadrants have increased, 
indicating that the spatial agglomeration effect of districts and counties with close to the poverty of cultivated 
land resources is increasing. It is manifested in the low value agglomeration of the main city and the new urban 
development area. The high value concentration in northeast Chongqing and southeast Chongqing falls into the 
second place, and the four quadrant divergence point decreases, indicating that the local dissimilarity is 
weakening. These two promote the overall spatial difference of cultivated land resources poverty in Chongqing 
gradually narrow, and the benefit of spatial agglomeration is increasing. 

4 Discussion 
The measurement of regional cultivated land resource poverty can effectively grasp the difference and 
agglomeration of cultivated land resource poverty among regions, as well as the coupling relationship with social 
and economic development, so as to promote accurate poverty alleviation in order to coordinate urban and rural 
and regional development. Provide the path and policy advice from the perspective of land resources (cultivated 
land resources). In this study, Chongqing, which is characterized by large cities, large rural areas, mountainous 
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areas and large reservoir areas, is used as an example to study the poverty degree and spatial correlation pattern of 
cultivated land resources in Chongqing, which is characterized by cultivated land resource poverty measurement 
model and ESDA technology.  
The spatial agglomeration characteristics of cultivated land resources poverty are remarkable, and the 
agglomeration benefits are enhanced. the high and high agglomeration areas are distributed in northeast and 
southeast Chongqing, and the low and low agglomeration areas are distributed in the main city area and the urban 
development new area. In the time series, the high value center of spatial agglomeration gradually transferred 
from southeast Chongqing to northeast Chongqing, the low value center gradually spread from the main urban 
area to the new urban development area, and some counties in the main urban area withdrew from the low and 
low concentration area, showing a non-significant state. It shows that the poverty degree of cultivated land 
resources in this part of the district and county has been deepened. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper studies the comparative analysis of the poverty measurement of cultivated land resources in different 
time and space. By constructing the measurement model of cultivated land resource poverty, it can be seen that 
strengthening the regulation of cultivated land resource poverty has become the current key work. Reduce the 
imbalance of regional development caused by the difference of cultivated land resource endowment. The local 
government should: first, strengthen the investment in the infrastructure of rural cultivated land production, 
especially in the southeast and northeast of Chongqing, where the degree of poverty is deep, increase the 
investment in land renovation, and improve the conditions of agricultural production; Second, we should 
strengthen the research of land policy and cultivated land treatment technology, reduce the degree of economic 
and social poverty of cultivated land, get rid of the shackles of scarcity of natural resources, and provide new 
ways and ideas for alleviating the poverty of cultivated land resources. 
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